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TWISTED JUSTICE, THE FOLLOW UP TO PATRICIA GUSSIN’S
AWARD-NOMINATED SHADOW OF DEATH, SLATED FOR RELEASE
Oceanview Publishing will release Twisted Justice on December 1, 2007
IPSWICH, Mass. – Twisted Justice, the follow-up to Patricia Gussin’s award-nominated debut, Shadow of Death
will be released by Oceanview Publishing on December 1, 2007.
Twisted Justice (Oceanview Publishing, ISBN: 978-1-933515-08-3, $23.95) heralds the return of protagonist Laura
Nelson.
Laura has it all – a successful career as a surgeon, five well-adjusted kids, and a gorgeous husband Steve, a
nightly news anchor at the Tampa TV News.
But Laura’s seemingly-perfect world shatters when she discovers that Steve is sharing much more than a news
desk and a billboard with Kim, his sexy co-anchor. But Steve’s torrid fling with his coworker is about to come to
an abrupt end.
When Kim is murdered, Laura is left holding the smoking gun. How far would Laura go to preserve her perfect
life? That’s about to become yesterday’s news
Now, Laura must fight to protect her freedom as lies, deception and dark secrets threaten to close in on her, and
change her perfect life into a perfect nightmare. But, looks can be deceiving. And deceit can be deadly.
Sexy, alluring and provocative, Twisted Justice delivers fiery hot action, pulse-pounding suspense, and a razorsharp plot full of dangerous curves and tantalizing turns.
Susan Greger, Publisher at Oceanview, commented, “It is with great pleasure that we announce the forthcoming
release of Twisted Justice. Gussin does a masterful job of taking suspense to a deeper human level through her
phenomenal characters, and intense, emotional plotting. With Shadow of Death, Gussin introduced an extremely
compelling character in Laura Nelson. Readers responded overwhelmingly to Laura, a complex, memorable and
incredibly real character. We are thrilled to announce her return in Twisted Justice.”
Board Certified in Family Medicine, Patricia Gussin, known to colleagues as Dr. Patricia Stewart, has practiced
medicine and has directed medical research in her role as worldwide vice president for a leading healthcare
company. She is author of Shadow of Death, which was nominated for “Best First Novel” in the Thriller Awards,
Sponsored by the International Thriller Writers.
Oceanview Publishing is an independent publisher based in Massachusetts. Twisted Justice will be available in
better bookstores nationwide in December, 2007. Members of the news media wishing to request an advance
review copy or an interview with Patricia Gussin, are asked to contact Maryglenn McCombs by phone – 615-2979875 – or by email – maryglenn@maryglenn.com
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